Precision Rules Sub committee  
Report and minutes GAC Meeting Azores November 2015-11-07

Members of Sub committee present  
R. Blois-Chairman  UK  
K. Lenartowicz  Poland  
A.Hansen,  Denmark  
P.Hiltunen  Finland  
M.Kunschitz  Austria  
K.Norevik  Norway  
J.Dodal  Czech

Member not present R.Grunwald  Germany

Observers present  
H.Lindholm  
E.Rimensberger  
M.Cielieski

Discussions without rule changes  
Photos to be 250 metres wide  
Safety briefings re look-out at Procedure turns  
Obligations of Jury to check full details of each route (all rules complied with)  
Permissions granted for glass cockpit aircraft GPS dependent to compete  
Leave alone rule for pilots worst score to be deleted and best two scores to count.

Rule changes  
Each NAC to specify names of team members(when more than 5) comprising team for team competition at time of final registration.  
Rule allowing Jury members to interpret rules if unclear by consultation with Int. Judge and Team Manager  
Final point of Abnormal landings point ‘i’